Role of Lubrication Oil in Particulate Emissions from a Hydrogen-Powered Internal Combustion Engine
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Recent studies suggest that trace metals emitted by internal combustion engines are derived mainly from combustion of lubrication oil. This hypothesis was examined by investigation of the formation of particulate matter emitted from an internal combustion engine in the absence of fuel-derived soot. Emissions from a modified CAT 3304 diesel engine fueled with hydrogen gas were characterized. The role of organic carbon and metals from lubrication oil on particle formation was investigated under selected engine conditions. The engine produced exhaust aerosol with log normal-size distributions and particle concentrations between 10^5 and 10^7 cm^-3 with geometric mean diameters from 18 to 31 nm. The particles contained organic carbon, little or no elemental carbon, and a much larger percentage of metals than particles from diesel engines. The maximum total carbon emission rate was estimated at 1.08 g h^-1, which is much lower than the emission rate of the original diesel engine. There was also evidence that less volatile elements, such as iron, self-nucleated to form nanoparticles, some of which survive the coagulation process.

1. Introduction

Evidence suggests that particulate matter produced in internal combustion engines results in harmful health effects (1, 2). The causal mechanisms have not been clearly identified, and it is possible that trace metals or metal-bearing ultrafines may play a role (3, 4). Therefore, it is critical to understand the origin and fate of metals and the physical processes related to nanoparticle formation in engines. Previous research focused on the origin and fate of metals during diesel engine combustion (5, 6). This study expands on that research by generating particles under conditions where soot availability is very low.

It is well documented that internal combustion engines produce soot particles during the combustion process (7, 8).

Soot particles provide significant surface area for interaction with other combustion byproducts, including organic compounds, ash, and metals (9, 10). Earlier studies of engine emissions often focused on the relative amount of elemental and organic carbon emitted because both are derived from the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels and oils. More recently, studies have focused on the contribution of lubrication oil to the particle-formation process (11) and, in particular, the role of lubrication oil additives in particle formation (5, 12).

Under normal diesel engine operation, trace metals are vaporized and adsorbed or condensed onto the surface of soot particles (5). The origin of the metals may be from trace metals in the fuel or from the metallic fuel additives in the fuel used for diesel particulate filter regeneration. However, more typically, the metals in exhaust particles originate from lubrication oil that is spread onto the cylinder walls by the piston rings or that enters the combustion chamber via reverse blow-by of the rings (13). This is evidenced by data showing measurable levels of metallic lube oil additives in bulk diesel particulate matter (PM) samples (14). Other recent data demonstrate a correlation between the mass of calcium and organic carbon (OC) in bulk particulate samples because of their common origin in the lubrication oil (15). The latter is consistent with previous diesel particulate data showing that OC is derived from hydrocarbons associated with lubrication oil (11). In diesel engines, the combustion of lubrication oil contributes to particle formation by increasing the amount of semivolatile hydrocarbon species available for nucleation upon exiting the tailpipe. In addition, the (metallic) ash residues combine with soot particles, and in some cases where the metal-to-carbon ratio is high, metal vapors self-nucleate inside of the engine to form a population of metal-rich nanoparticles (5, 16).

The primary goal of this study was to investigate the formation of combustion-generated particles derived from lubrication oil in the absence of fuel-produced soot. This was accomplished by an examination of the emissions from a hydrogen-fueled internal combustion engine because it does not produce fuel-derived soot during the combustion process. This study’s findings may increase current knowledge about the role of lubrication oil in particle-formation dynamics as engine technology improves and cleaner internal combustion engines are developed. The results are not meant to be used in direct comparison with other engine types but rather to demonstrate the formation of particles derived solely from lubrication oil. The secondary goal was to study how
the number concentration and size distribution of the lubrication-oil-derived particles depend on the engine loading condition. This goal is of particular significance because in 2008, the Mining Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) plans to phase in a final particulate matter rule limiting exposure of metal and nonmetal underground miners to 160 μg m⁻³ of total carbon (TC) (17). In addition, the current regulated limit for particulate matter emission by any underground source in underground coal mines is 2.5 g h⁻¹ (18). Presently, many approaches, including particulate filters and low sulfur fuels, are being considered to achieve the regulated limits; this study investigated the viability of hydrogen-powered engines to achieve the regulated levels of particulate matter.

2. Experimental Procedure

The experiment was conducted using a CAT 3304 engine which had been modified to burn hydrogen gas. In its normal configuration, this engine is a 7-liter, 85-HP, 4-cylinder diesel engine. Modifications included equipping the engine with a spark ignition system, lowering the compression ratio, turbo charging, and adding an aftercooler and a parallel fuel-injection system (19). The engine was installed in an EIMCO model 975 mine utility vehicle called the Zero Emission Utility Solution or “ZEUS” (20). Recently, the ZEUS was employed in the first demonstration of a hydrogen-fueled internal combustion engine vehicle in an underground mine at the Stillwater Mine in Nye, Montana (21, 22).

During our study, emissions were monitored under three engine-operating conditions: low idle, torque stall, and high load. To attain the high load condition, the vehicle was run on a chassis dynamometer at wheel loading of 281 hp, although the actual engine load was greater because of differential and transmission friction. The low idle and torque stall tests were conducted without the aid of the dynamometer to simulate typical conditions for field testing of mining vehicles (23, 24). The torque stall was initiated by shifting the vehicle into high gear, setting the brakes and depressing the acceleration pedal manually to maintain 1500 rpm. For all tests, a portion of the raw exhaust was cooled and diluted using an ejector-type diluter (25). The dilution ratio was cold-flow calibrated to be approximately 10:1. The diluted aerosol was routed to a multiport sampler (Figure 1), which provided a common source of well-mixed and aged aerosol for concurrent measurements with multiple instruments. The multiport sampler consisted of a baffle to spread and mix the incoming air, a plenum (sampling) chamber, and a vacuum chamber. The two chambers were separated by a sealing plate in which multiple critical orifices were installed to provide controlled flow for instruments and filter samples. Additional sampling ports were located in the walls of the plenum. A gauge was connected to the vacuum chamber and monitored to ensure critical flow through the orifices, while the aerosol temperature was monitored at both the tailpipe and in the multiport sampler. The residence time of the particles in the sampling system was approximately 15 s.

2.1. Measurement and Analysis Methods. The emitted particulate matter was measured and characterized using four measurement approaches, based on the following characteristics of the particulate matter: particle number concentrations and size distributions, elemental and organic carbon concentrations, particle morphology, and particle elemental chemical composition. The instrument setup is depicted in Figure 1. The instrumentation and the purpose of each measurement technique are described in the following sections.

2.1.1. Particle Number Concentrations and Size Distributions. Number-weighted particle size distributions were measured using a fast mobility particle sizer (FMPS Model 3091, TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN). The FMPS incorporates multiple electrometers along the length of a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) (26). The DMA size-selects the particles according to electric mobility diameter, and the electrometers measure the number concentration at each size simultaneously. A particle size distribution was obtained every second during the tests within the 5.6–560 nm range. The FMPS inlet was connected to the multiport sampler, and it extracted a flow of 10 L min⁻¹ continuously. A cyclone with a designed cutoff of 1.0 μm was installed at the inlet to remove particles that were much larger than the range of detection.

2.1.2. Elemental and Organic Carbon Concentrations. The mass concentration of elemental and organic carbon (EC and OC) in the exhaust aerosol was derived from filter samples using the NIOSH standard method 5040 (27), modified slightly with respect to sampling flow rate. Samples were collected on 37 mm prebaked quartz filters mounted in plastic cassettes. To maximize the mass of particulate for the relatively short tests (approximately 20–30 min), the flow rate through the filters was set at 22.1 L min⁻¹ for all tests, using a critical orifice in line with the filter cassette in the multiport sampler. A filter sample was collected for each test, and the values for EC and OC were derived from analytical results (Table 1).

2.1.3. Particle Morphology. Particle morphologies were determined using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to image samples collected on 3 mm diameter, silicone monoxide-filmed grids. Most samples were collected using an electrostatic precipitator (ESP), which was built in-house and modeled after the Rochester design (28). The ESP was connected to the multiport sampler, and the flow was supplied by a GilAir5 pump (Sensidyne Inc., Clearwater, FL) at approximately 1 L min⁻¹. Samples collected in this way offer a representative picture of the various particle morphologies and their relative frequency of occurrence, albeit biased toward the larger sizes because of the size-dependent charging efficiency of the ESP. In addition, samples were also collected by attaching TEM grids onto the latter five stages of a 13-stage micro-orifice uniform deposition impactor (NanoMOUDI, MSP, Shoreview, MN).

2.1.4. Particle Elemental Chemical Composition. The ESP and MOUDI samples were also used to investigate the elemental composition of the various particle types using a combination of TEM and energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The following protocol, designed to be performed manually by a microscopist, was developed to qualitatively characterize the aerosol from a TEM grid sample: (1) Select areas of the TEM grid and tabulate the size and morphology of all particles in the designated area. (2) Identify “typical” particle morphologies using this tabulated information. (3) Estimate/count the prevalence of each particle type. (4) Analyze several particles of each type using EDS and combine the spectra using a qualitative technique (see section 3.4) to approximate the elemental composition for each morphology type. (5) Choose a typical particle of each type and create a high magnification TEM image and an EDS spectrum for that particle.
3. Results and Discussion

The results of the analyses are presented here in four subsections that correspond to the four analysis methods outlined in the previous sections. The test results for each of the three engine conditions are summarized in Table 1.

3.1. Particle Number Concentrations and Size Distributions. Low Idle. At the low idle condition, the engine emitted $2.5 \times 10^5$ particles cm$^{-3}$ (the RSD calculated from multiple FMPS measurements was ±4.3%), with a geometric mean mobility diameter of 31 nm (Figure 2a and b). The number concentrations measured by the FMPS were corrected for the 10:1 dilution of the engine exhaust. The size distribution for the low idle condition is given in Figure 2a, and the time-dependent number concentration for the low idle engine condition is shown in Figure 2b. The average number concentrations and mean electric mobility diameters for all engine conditions are given in Table 1. The diameter, number concentration, and mass concentration of particles for all engine loading conditions are significantly smaller than for a diesel engine, mainly because of the lack of soot agglomerates and fuel-derived particles. However, the number concentration of particles is still substantial.

3.1.1. Torque Stall. Particle concentrations for the torque stall condition (Figure 2b) were less stable than the other cases, which was partly caused by the inability of the operator to hold the throttle constant. Normally, an engine torque stall is performed at the maximum throttle setting, but because this engine has a governor-triggered safety switch to prevent excess revving, the researchers attempted to hold the throttle pedal manually at an intermediate setting to maintain the engine at 1500 rpm. The average number concentration of particles produced by this condition was $3.5 \times 10^6$ particles cm$^{-3}$ (RSD = 23.7%) with a geometric mean electric mobility diameter of 19 nm.
3.1.2. High Load. The average number concentration for the high load conditions was $7.7 \times 10^6$ particles cm$^{-3}$ (RSD = 12.1%) (Figure 2b), and the geometric mean electric mobility diameter was approximately 18 nm. The particle concentrations emitted under engine load were more scattered than for the low idle condition. The greater deviation at high load was most likely the result of the unsteadiness of the engine operation on the dynamometer. Since the throttle was controlled manually with a foot pedal, there were variations over time in the engine rpm (and thus applied...
load) and exhaust gas temperature, which both affect particle concentration.

3.2. Elemental and Organic Carbon Concentrations. No fuel-derived soot forms during hydrogen combustion; therefore, the mass concentration of EC measured in the exhaust was relatively low (Table 1). This was expected because the formation of primary particles of elemental carbon (soot) typically takes place inside a flame where carbon-based fuels are burned (29). In contrast, the carbon measured in our tests was concluded to be derived from the lubrication oil. Furthermore, the EC/OC ratio increased at high load, suggesting that the higher temperatures in the cylinder resulted in the more complete breakdown of the carbon from the oil. The evidence that carbon from the lubrication oil is mostly emitted as OC further confirmed the work of Sakurai et al. (11). Emissions of organic carbon were comparable to a diesel engine of similar size (30), while elemental carbon emissions were extremely low.

The maximum total carbon emission rate for this engine was 1.08 g h⁻¹ at the high load condition, assuming a volumetric engine efficiency of 85%. This is much smaller than the 30 g h⁻¹ of diesel particulate matter emitted from the original CAT 3304 diesel engine and is also less than the 2.5 g h⁻¹ limit noted in the recent MSHA regulation (18).

3.3. Particle Morphology. To study the morphology and chemical composition of particles emitted by this engine, TEM/EDS analysis was performed on samples from the three different engine conditions: low idle, torque stall, and high load. For all cases, the morphology ranged widely, as seen in a typical sample collected on the tenth MOUDI stage, which collects particles with aerodynamic diameters between 56 and 100 nm (Figure 3a).

By observing the morphology of numerous particles with TEM, we identified five types of particles which were distinguished by their morphological and chemical characteristics: (1) agglomerates, (2) optically dense spheres, (3) optically less-dense spheres, (4) core-shell particles, and (5) nanoparticles.

3.4. Particle Elemental Chemical Composition. EDS analysis determined the elemental chemical composition of the five common particle types identified by the TEM analysis. The EDS spectra varied from particle to particle, but there were apparent trends. To elucidate these trends and better classify the particle types, a method was designed to qualitatively tabulate the relative abundance of the elements in each spectrum. The method is a simple empirical rating of the intensity of the spectral X-ray peaks of the detected elements. This method was chosen because, when using EDS, it is difficult to obtain accurate quantitative analyses (e.g., percentage composition by weight of particles of varying sizes, morphologies, densities, and elemental composition) without appropriate standards for the elements of interest.
Each particle analysis relied on standardized TEM operating conditions. The spectral peak intensities (peak heights or X-ray counts) above local background per 60 s analysis time were assigned one of four values. Each was judged to be trace (0–25 counts), low (25–50), medium (50–100), or high (>100) and then assigned a value of 1, 2, 3, or 4, respectively. Count values were determined by inspecting each spectrum on the EDS system monitor immediately after acquisition. The count values were tabulated, and the EDS spectra and photographic images of representative particles were recorded. In each morphological class, the count values for each element were summed and divided by the number of particles in that class to yield an average peak intensity value ranging from 0 to 4 for each element. The values were then plotted on a bar graph representing the average rated spectrum (ARS) observed for each morphological class (Figure 3b). Sixty-four particles were included in this tabulation: 23 agglomerates, 10 core-shell spheres, 17 less-dense spheres, and 14 dense spheres. The “nano”-type particles were omitted from Figure 3b because of the difficulty in detection/speciation caused by their small mass. Many of the most common metal species in the averaged rated spectra (Figure 3b) were also evident in the analysis of the lubrication oil (Table 2). This strongly suggests that these particles were derived from the lubrication oil.

3.5. Detailed Descriptions of Particle Types. The following sections provide detailed descriptions of identifiable particle types based on the TEM/EDS analysis. For all of the EDS spectra shown in the following figures, the Si and O peaks originating from the support film were removed by subtraction of a spectrum taken from the SiO film (normalized to each spectra’s Si peak), and any residual O is assumed to be from the particle. The copper peaks produced from the support grid by electron scattering were likewise subtracted from particle spectra.

3.5.1. Agglomerates. EDS analysis showed that typical agglomerate particles (Figure 4) were mainly carbonaceous and often had traces of elements such as Na, P, K, S, Sn, Fe, and Zn. The particles of this type were in the 100–400 nm size range. The morphology and elemental composition of these particles bear resemblance to diesel soot (5), suggesting that they are derived in part from the agglomeration of primary particles of EC (soot). Such particles were infrequent in the aerosol from the hydrogen-fueled engine, in contrast to diesel engine combustion, where they are by far the most common particle type (6).

3.5.2. Dense Spheres. Spherical particles in the size range of about 30–300 nm (Figure 5) were observed frequently. The spheres appeared very dark in TEM images because of their high density, which mainly consisted of metals, as indicated by the spectrum in Figure 5b. The metals were typically of the kind derived from lubrication oil, that is, Ca, P, Zn, and Mg (Table 2). The high density is likely caused by the Ca content, which is large compared to the signal obtained from less-dense spheres described in section 3.5.3. The dense spherical particles are likely created from lubrication oil constituents, but the particle formation pathway is unclear. One possibility is that they are residue particles created from unburned oil droplets heated enough to evaporate most of the hydrocarbon species. Another possibility is that they contain cores of self-nucleated nonvolatile species, like Fe and Ca, coated with other more volatile species which adsorbed or condensed onto surfaces as the combustion products cooled in the exhaust manifold.

3.5.3. Less-Dense Spheres. Particle spheres with a lower optical density than those described in the previous section were also commonly observed (Figure 6). These particles were similar in shape and size to the optically dense particles but appeared to be lighter in color in the TEM image, which suggests more transmission of the electron beam through the particle during imaging. The EDS spectra illustrated that these particles contained metals from the lubrication oil, similar to the more-dense spheres discussed previously. However, the less-dense spheres had a noticeably lower Ca content, which may have contributed to the apparent lower density. It is also notable that many of these particles contained extremely small “nuggets” of dense material.
3.5.4. Core-Shell Particles. Some particles were composed of a dense core, high in Fe, Ca, or both, surrounded by a less dense shell (Figure 7). This suggests that the particles may have formed when vaporized oil residue condensed onto previously nucleated cores as the exhaust gases cooled in the expansion stroke or the exhaust system. This is supported by the observation that the halo around the particle in Figure 7a was susceptible to vaporization upon interaction with the electron beam. The EDS analysis indicated that the lower-density material surrounding such cores was relatively high in the lighter elements derived from lube oil additives (P, K, Mg, Zn, Na), while the cores were generally high in Fe or Ca.

3.5.5. Nanoparticles. Particles ranging in size from 5 to 50 nm were classified as nanoparticles. The nanoparticles observed were usually spherical (Figure 8) and composed mainly of Fe (Figure 8b) or a combination of C and Fe. The Fe-rich nanoparticles likely self-nucleated early in the post-combustion process while the temperature was still high. The more carbonaceous nanoparticles likely originate from homogeneous nucleation of volatile hydrocarbon vapors as they exit the engine. These processes have been investigated and described in detail elsewhere (11).

3.6. Particle-Formation Pathways. The preceding identification and description of five prevalent types of particles suggests the hypothesis that elements dissociated from the lubrication oil during combustion experience a time-dependent gas-to-particle conversion. After initial combustion and during piston retraction, the various vaporized elements undergo nucleation or vapor deposition depending on their volatility, concentration, and the local instantaneous cooling rate. Such a process would likely begin with gas-to-particle conversion of pure (elemental) carbon vapors during the passing of the combustion flame front. There was evidence of a separate nucleation event for the lower volatility metallic vapors of iron and calcium, probably occurring relatively early in the combustion process, suggested by the significant coatings of higher volatility species around iron and calcium cores. For most particles, the metal-to-carbon ratios were higher than for those emitted by other internal combustion engines. This was expected because the combustion of hydrogen does not produce carbon, although some carbon is available from the lubrication oil.

Next, adsorption, condensation, and potentially, further nucleation of metals with higher vapor pressure would occur, in addition to the conversion of the low-volatility hydrocarbons. The more volatile hydrocarbons likely remain in vapor form until after piston retraction, when they begin condensing onto particle surfaces or nucleating homogeneously when the exhaust aerosol cools suddenly during the dilution process. Results of this work imply that new engine technologies that reduce soot levels in the engine or include trace metals in the fuel, may increase both the metal-to-carbon ratio of emitted particles and the generation of metal-rich nanoparticles via self-nucleation. The source of metals for such particle generation could be from fuel impurities, lubrication oil consumption, metals derived from engine wear, or metal-containing fuel additives. Because of their small size and thus efficient lung penetration, the generation of such metallic nanoparticles may introduce health concerns.
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